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The histories of the Kiowa are remembered through singing, dancing, and stories along with written records. Kiowa Indians derive their common identity from deep roots in southwestern cultures, and their stories elicit ideas and information about the homeland, the stories, and history that lead from the dog-and-travois life in the mountain wilderness to the horse-and-buffalo culture.
Her sister Charlotte and Millie (age 18 months) were taken from their home near Elm Creek, Texas in 1864. Her sister Charlotte was rescued, Millie lived as a Kiowa until she died in 1934. Boin-edal remained with the Kiowa all his life, unknown to the whites until a blond white man was discovered living among the tribe when placed on the Kiowa’s land.

Adaptation and adjustment, always an important part of Native cultures, became an integral part of Oklahoma Indian lives, especially after removal to Indian Territory, as tribal communities rebuilt their governments and medicine people reestablished...